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A Tribute to Rabbi Yekutiel Shalpid zt’l 

Dr Martin Goldstein 

 

Rabbi Yekutiel Shalpid played an important role in shaping who I am. He devoted 

time to teaching me Torah and chazanut. Over and above this, he felt a duty to 

impart his unique blend of worldly wisdom. 

 

I was fortunate to have known Rabbi Shalpid from a young age. Admittedly, he only 

became a force in my life when I was in grade 9. While he had been the rabbi at our 

shul in East London from when we arrived in the city when I was three years old, he 

had been away for several years serving the Port Elizabeth Jewish community as their 

rabbi. Notably, Rabbi Shalpid officiated at my late brother Simon’s funeral. I 

remember him telling me many years later when we had grown closer as teacher and 

student, that that was the only occasion in all his years in the ministry when he broke 

down at a funeral. Rabbi Shalpid was a man of formidable mental (and physical) 

fortitude and I believe that the occasion must have moved him deeply. He was never 

one to brook petty details and I came to admire him for it. 

 

Rabbi Shalpid’s wife, Malka, had been our cheder teacher and had laid the foundation 

for me in terms of reading Hebrew. On their return to East London at the end of 

1996, they both remembered me well. As we lived at a bit of a distance from the shul, 

they invited me every week for Shabbat lunch so that I would not have to walk back 

home all that distance and they provided me with a room to rest in the afternoon. 

They were generous in serving tea and refreshments and Malka was known for her 

able catering. Over tea and Malka’s signature chiffon cake, Rabbi Shalpid worked on 

my leining for Shabbos mincha and discussed aspects of halacha and general wisdom  

with me. Make no mistake – Rabbi Shalpid was unreserved in his assessment of 

human folly and his unique blend of humour probably rubbed off on me. 

 

Both on Shabbos and during the week, Rabbi Shalpid took it upon himself to teach 

me chazanut, drawing up detailed notes and charts and working through the minutiae 
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with infinite patience. He would dictate the musical notes to me and I would 

transcribe them in musical notation. He systematically taught me the trop for both the 

Torah and Haftarah readings along with training me to be the chazzan sheini for the 

Yamim Noraim. He spent many hours preparing cassette recordings for me of the 

entire nusach for Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur. I was studying in Cape Town at 

the time and he even posted one of the tapes to me from East London. He would 

also phone me in Cape Town to see how I was doing with my preparations as the 

East London community was good enough, for many years, to fly me in for the 

festivals as the chazzan. As time progressed, he taught me gemarah and all manner of 

other things. 

 

He was known throughout his life as a man steeped in many areas of human 

endeavour. Many years before this, he had been a Math teacher at Yeshivat Kfar 

Ha’Roeh in Israel (where I had spent four months on a Bnei Akiva program many 

years after Rabbi Shalpid’s departure). Before coming to South Africa, he had been in 

Salisbury, where he made the acquaintance of Rabbi Ruben Suiza, whom he also 

taught shechita. It should not be forgotten that on numerous occasions, the former 

Av Beit Din of South Africa, Rabbi Kurtstag, yielded to Rabbi Shalpid’s opinions on 

various delicate halachic matters. I remember how Rabbi Shalpid believed that East 

London did not require an eruv because it was surrounded by water on all sides. He 

wrote a letter to Rabbi Kurtstag, drawing up diagrams and citing the analogous case of  

Monsey in America. He also had the veracity to question various other aspects of 

halacha such as whether or not opening up an umbrella on Shabbat is truly a case of 

“oseh ohel” (the making of a tent). He once again drew up diagrams and posed 

questions to Rabbi Kurtstag. I recall how in one diagram he wrote emphatically “Is 

this a tent!” 

 

Rabbi Shalpid always seemed to be drawing up diagrams and charts. Even late in the  

evening, I would see him at work. He loved to collect stylish pens and used a  

draftsman’s blade to make foldable serrations for the various booklets of the alephbet  

and other more complex exercises in Hebrew which he drew up for the cheder or 
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bar/bat mitzvah children and had his many self-styled booklets laminated. 

 

He was also constantly physically active. It was a regular sight to see him and Malka, 

dressed in very elegant clothing, walking for miles purely for their good health. He  

loved to go running and cycling and we lent him a bicycle for this purpose. He  

believed that physical fitness was critical when it came to chazanut and he exerted  

himself to the full as a chazzan.  

 

He was steeped in Torah learning, covering the whole of Shas twice in fourteen  

years in East London. He had any possible verse from the Tanach at his fingertips  

and would frequently draw up charts with verses, often with illustrations, some  

of which had been requested by congregants. He seemed to be fully committed 

to educating his community. 

 

But more than anything, I remember how he believed that there was deeper wisdom 

to Torah and to life which he felt that others often overlooked in their pursuit of what 

he deemed to be a petty fixation on the more frivolous areas of Jewish Law. He saw 

the Torah as an important factor in shaping a person but he did not feel that it should 

diminish one’s innate personality.  

 

May his memory be for a blessing 
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